ACROSS
1) Overly severe
6) Palindromic title for a lady
11) Postal service abbr.
14) Hawaiian "hello"
15) NBA site
16) Broad st.
17) Indoor gardener's necessity
19) Bolt holder
20) Marco the explorer
21) Plant fiber
23) Robbery by a gang
27) More awkward to carry
29) Flowering shrub seen at the Masters
30) Communicate by computer
31) Orange covers
32) Rich soils
34) Bird on the Australian coat of arms
37) Concludes
38) Gung-ho, as an attitude

39) Hot room, colloquially
40) Rocker Shannon
41) Compliments, as to the chef
42) Short fishing line
43) Exclusive group
45) Judicial decision
46) Monastery residents
48) Folk medicine plant
49) Be a mountaineer
50) "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" novelist
51) Sale-rack dangler
52) Outstanding U.S. athlete
53) Monastery residents
55) Cigarette residue
56) Horse command
57) Like very much
61) Serve without consequence
63) Damply
64) Cut, as lumber

DOWN
1) It's not right to say on a farm?
2) "Carte" or "mode" word
3) Sit in a dump
4) Feminine pronoun
5) Mythical avian monsters
6) Macholike
7) Golden Fleece-seeker's vessel
8) Mistletoe mo.
9) Santa __, California
10) Some envelopes
11) Structural supports
12) Embryo-sac encloser
13) Impede
18) Smidgen
22) Enjoy Snowmass
23) Threw down the gauntlet
24) Mag attachment?
25) Romantic illumination
26) Bygone GM line
27) Perspiration units
28) Uzi filler
32) Puts aboard
33) Lennon’s wife
35) Hand-to-hand fighting
36) Still listed under rentals
38) Like a litter of puppies
39) Not anymore
41) Soldiers' knapsacks
42) Married women, in Madrid
44) Flee hastily
45) Old Genoese bigwig
46) Base eight
47) Indifferent
48) Uneven, as a road
50) Pile of loot
53) Green patch
54) Took a horse to water?
55) Rhoda's TV mom
56) Ranch sight
57) "How ___ you?"
58) Beatty of "Deliverance"
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